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Abstract
The concept of block map is a map that describes a geographical zone made up of a group of tax object bounded by the limits of natural and/or man-made boundaries for the sake of the imposition of the property tax in the area of public administration villages/wards. High Rise Building or tall buildings is a term to describe a building that has a high structure. Through the strategy mapping to map blocks of property tax (P2) and profiling High Rise Building it will be known whether the person or entity that obviously has a right or benefit on tax object on the NOP (Number of Tax Object) that it meets the tax obligations or not equal once. The method used in the property tax of Mapping Block P2 is by combing the block map in the area of surveillance, while profiling High Rise Building is used to match the data recorded by the master tenant taxpayer files so it can be used to explore the potential tax tax revenue.
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